
Presstek DI Digital Offset Printing  
with ECO-UV: The Best of Two Worlds
Presstek’s environmentally friendly waterless DI digital offset  
presses are engineered to produce fast turnaround, high qual-
ity, short run color on a wide range of substrates. The benefits 
of DI printing are extended with a new ECO-UV system, allowing 
for printing on plastics easily while accelerating the overall print 
production process. 

Be More Capable, Profitable and Competitive
A Presstek DI press combined with an ECO-UV curing system 
opens doors for businesses to differentiate themselves by printing 
on non-absorptive plastics for POP, credit, membership and gift 
cards, cut sheet labels or packaging. For businesses looking to  
enter the growing market of UV printing, a DI ECO-UV press 
offers a versatile, easy-to-use, all-in-one system that features low 
cost per sheet in the most frequent run lengths. 

An Innovative, Economical, Compact UV System
Complimenting the Presstek DI’s already small physical and envi-
ronmental footprint, ECO-UV curing lamps are located right in the 
press delivery and use significantly less energy than standard UV 
systems. An easy-to-use touch screen for UV controls is integrated 
on the front panel of the press. 

Save Time, Save Money, Improve Print Quality
UV ink cures instantly and doesn’t absorb into the substrate 
thereby conserving ink and saving you money. The Press Operator 
will not need to clean ink trays on a daily basis, a significant time 
savings. Instant curing solidifies color integrity— the color mea-
surement doesn’t change. Finally, with ECO-UV colors are rich  
and vibrant making them not only more attractive, but durable 
and scratch resistant, impressing your most discerning clients.

n  Low cost entry into the profitable  
UV printing market

n  For Presstek DI digital offset presses

n  Easily print on non-absorptive plastics,  
vinyl and traditional paper and board 

n  Expands your range of print offerings  
(i.e. packaging, gift cards, hang tags,  
labels, tickets and more)

n  Instant drying turns jobs around faster

n  Rich, vibrant colors on porous stocks

n  Superior protection from scratching 
and scuffing

n  UV ink requires less clean up on press, 
saves time

n  Uses less energy, produces less IR heat  
than conventional UV, saves money
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